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POLICY STATEMENT 
The primary aim of Multivariate Experimental Clinical Research is to provide 

a publication outlet for research in the areas covered and indicated currently by 
the terms personality study, clinical diagnosis and therapy, extending into the 
learning, social, physiolo.gical, applied and developmental aspects of these. 
Although due representation is given to theoretical articles which may have a 
methodological basis, the journal is not one of multivariate statistical methods. 
Although multivariate in outlook, both manipulative and non-manipulative 
research is accepted. In fact preference is given to dynamic, manipulative and 
time-sequential studies. Particular encouragement is provided for pioneer experi
mental attacks on what is designated personality dynamics and motivation, as 
well as the natural expansion thereof into structured learning theory. 
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ON THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE 
OF PERSONALITY: 

AN IMPROVED DEFINITION 

ltai Zak 
Tel Aviv University 

ABSTRACT 

A mapping sentence is provided for defining the universe of observations of 
personality. Data on the 16 PF quefijrinaire, derived from American and Israeli 
student samples and data on a comTined administration of the 16 PF, EPQ and 
MMPI were analyzed through the SSA. The findings showed the structure of the 
interrelationships among the primary personality factors to be that of a radex, in 
an SSA space of two dimensions. Area of life - corresponding to most of the 
seco~d-order personality factors of the 16 PF plus two pathological secondaries 
played the role of a polarizing. facet. The same circular order was repeated in all 
samples. The modulating facet in the radex suggest.ed a new dimension in the 

. personality space, a dimension of strength or primacy of traits. A cylindrical 
configuration with repeated radexes is proposed to account for other modalities of 

· observational techniques. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the concept of personality is widespread, different technical defini~ 
tions are used. One of the best known operational definitions is Cattell's 16 PF. 
Yet, the debate concerning the validity of Catt.ell's definition is still unsolved. 
Some critiques are questioning the validity of the first-order factors (i.e., 
Levonian, 1961; Howarth& Browne, 1971; Adcock& Adcock, 1977), while others' 

. concern is the second-order structure (Comrey, 1970; Eysenck et al, 1969; Rorer, 
1975). 

Successful attemP.ts to reconfirm the structure of the 16 PF were conducted by 
Cattell and his associates (Cattell, 1973, p. 363; ·Burdsal & Vaughn, i974; Zak, 
1976; Krug & Laughlin, 1977, to mention just a few). Yet the major painstaking 
discussion concerns the legitimacy of the number of discovered factors and/ or 
rotational procedures. 

In one variant or another, factor analysis has been the most extensively 
employed technique in the analysis of structural or order relationships among 
variables. It continues to be refined and extended (Joresgok and Sorbom, 1977). 
But in the last decade an intense amount of theoretical and applied explorations 
has been developed into more parsimonious and non-metric techniques for the 
identification of order relations in intercorrelation matrices (Guttman, 1966, 
1968; Kruskal, 1964). These methodologies are generally of a multidimensional 
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scaling type that represent variables as points in an Euclidean space with 
interpoint distances corresponding to the proximities of variables as provided by 
their ·intercorrelations. Thus geometric representation of order relations are 
provided. 

One possible approach to avoid part of t~e discus~ions concerning the 16 PF is 
·· to abandon factor analysis and rotational procedures altogether and to attempt 

to confirm Cattell's structural theory of personality through the use of a different 
analytical approach. What follows is the first report of a series of studies on the 16 _ 
PF, EPQ, MMPI, and other personality instruments using the smallest space 
analysis as an analytical tool. This report provides also an excursion to the 
dimensionland (to borrow Weisberg's 1974 expression) in the manner of possible 
different interpretations when different analytical tools ~re used. 

The SSA procedure allows the investigator to reveal the structure of the 
mutual relationships among variables and to discover the laws that bound their 
statistical structure with their semantic definition (Guttman, note 1). This 
analysis, then, defines a special configuration of the interrelationships between 

· variables in a Euclidian space such t~at the stronger the interrelation between a 
pair of variables, the closer they appear in the configuration. The coefficient of 
alienation (COA) indicates whether a given number of dimensions of the 
configuration is sufficient to account for the interrelationships. 

This study presents partial results for the structure of intercorrelations among 
the 16 perS'Onality traits. In this sense, it may add some evidence in.bridging the 
existing gap between psychometrics and personality theory. As obse~ved by 
Taylor(1977) "personality psychometrics, as a research discipline, has not been 
characterized by much traffic with the larger issue of personality theory (p. 350)." 

· (See also Fisk, 1971, and Cattell and Kline, l 977~. We do not aim to introduce a · 
new personality theory but rather to find the correspondence between a theory of 
personality and its empirical evidences. We adopt for this study Guttman's 
definition of a theory as "an hypothesis of a correspondence between a 
definitional system for a universe of observations and an aspect of the e~pirical 
structure of those observations, together with a rationale for such an hypothesis 
(Gratch, 1973, p. 35)~"· 

The aspect of the empirical observation, in this case, is the correlation 
matrices for the personality factors (not individual items) at a single point in time 
for three samples. The definitional system for the universe of observations 

.follows: 
Definition of the Personality Space. The definitional system for personality 

observation which is adopted here is in terms of facets. 
The Structure of Personality. Operationally, personality is defined by its· 

measuring instruments. Different modalities are usually used (i.e., life observa
tions, questionnaires, obiective techniques, etc.) to assess one's characteristic 
traits. 

The assessment of individ·ual's feelings, preferences and activities, i.e., the 
totality of an individual's behavior, provides the assessor with information 
concerning these traits, their strength and stability in the different dimensions of 
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the· individual's personality; that is, in his different areas of life. Second-order 
factors such as extraversion-introversion, neuroticism, anxiety, psychoticism, 
etc., form areas in the life space, where their elements are the primary (source) 
traits. The strength, or the stability of a trait, forms another dimension in the 
space. The modality of inquiry may form a third dimension. 

In order to express the universe of observations in an empirical design, it is 
required to specify both the universe of content (i.e., items and factors) and the 
population to be observed. A mapping sentence has. been found useful in 
incorporating both the universe of content ·and the population studied. (For 
general discussion of mapping sentences see Levi, 1976). 

The mapping sentence for the observations of personality is as follows: 

The 

A 
feelings 

preferences assessment by respondent (x) of the 
activities 

B 

16 
PF 

source 

traits with respect to its 
C 

internal 
to 

external 

strength of his behavior in 

D 

life observation modality with respect to 
questionnaire 
objective test 

E 
exvia 

anxiety .. 
cortertia 

independence 
discreetness 
subjectivity 
intelligence 
super ego 

areas of life 

and the range is ordered from very true to very not true in relation to 
that behavior. 

Facet A belongs to the item-definition. In Facet B, only the 16 PF are 
mentioned, which delimit the universe of personality source traits sampled for 
the first two presented studies. In Facet D only the questionnaire modality has 
been used. This facet is held then constant. Facet C classifies the intensity of the 
assessment, while Facet E contains the areas of life which are to be expected by 
Cattell's theory. It is to be expected, however, that a more rigorous mapping 
sentence will be developed after the above "first generation" model would receive 
an empirical support. 
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The General Hypothesis. The hypothesis proposed for a correspondence 
between the personality mapping sentence and the SSA is that of a cylindrex. A 
cylindrex is defined in terms of two concepts: a two-dimensional radex and an 
axis orthogonal to it. 

A radex (GuttJD.an, _1954) is a circular arrangement in the plane. When such 
circular arrangements are repeated at each segment along the axis, a cylindrical 
configuration is defined. 

Two roles are needed fortheradex: polarizing and modulating. The polarizer's 
elements correspond to different directions from an origin in the plane, while the 
modulator's elements correspond to the relative distance froin this origin. In a 
cy lindrex~ there is a third role which specifies some repeated order along the axis 
of the cylinder. Facet D (the modality of observation) plays this role. Since Facet 
Din the present stu'dy is held constant, a full cylindrex is not expected to be found . 
here. We do mention it for the sake of completeness only. 

Data and Analyses 

Three ·data sources were used for this study: 
a)An American sa~ple of 423 male and 535 female students, responding to 

the 16 PF Forms A & B. . 
b)An Israeli sample of 224 male and 254 female students, responding to the , 

Hebrew version of the 16 PF Form A. (For details about the saml)le, see Zak, 
1976).2 • . . 

c)An Israeli sample of 163 males responding to the 16 PF, the EPQ, and the 
MMPI. (For 'details, see note 3.) 

The correlation matrices of the above samples were subjected to the smallest 
space analysis technique (SSA-1). (For details see Guttman, 1968; Lingoes, 1973; 
Loether & McTavish, 1974.) 

Results 

We start with a detailed description of the radex for the American sample. . 
· Following that, a cross-cultural comparison with the Israeli sample is presented. 
A preliminary analysis for the third sample concludes the results section. 

The Radex for the Stratum of Personality. Great variations in size occur 
among the correlations. For example, in Cattell's male sample (Cattel et al, 1970, 
p. 113) the absolute largest coefficient is. 75 and the smallest is apparently zero. A 
par~imonious geometrical portrayal of the data, provided by the smallest sp.ace 
analysis, may explicate the location of the correlations coefficent matrix. 

For the 16 personality source traits we start with the facet of second-order 
factors. Yet, we had no a priori theory of order amongst the elements of this facet. 
In his discussion on the use and meaning of higher strata traits, Cattell (1973) has 

. argued that "the conceptual status and mutual relations of factors of different . 
. strata can be handled by two alternative models - the strata model (not 

necessarily hierarchial) and the reticular model. The appearance of a second
order factors is compatible with either (p. 139)." 
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A non-ordered facet is often hypothesized to be polarizing, since each element 
may be hypothesized to correspond to a different direction in the empirical space. 

A two dimensional space gives a rather good fit of the data in the American 
sample (COA of .18 for both male and female samples). The approximate space 
for the two dimensions is shown in Figure la as for Cattell's male sample and in 
Figure 1 b for the female sample. Each of the 16 personality trait variables is 
represented as a point in the space. 

100 

F. 

100 

Figure la: The Radex Configuration of the 16PF: American Male Sample 
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100 

Figure 1 b: The Radex Configuration of the 16PF: American Female Sample 
Circular Order of Regions: Areas of Life. Figure la is partitioned into regions 

eman�ting from an origin, where each region corresponds to an element from 
Facet E, namely, some life area. There is a circular order of regions. As can be 
seen, the female portray (Figure lb) is an almost perfect mirror-image of the 
male's. It confirms the assertion th�t the personality space is almost the same for. 
both sexes, though differences in assessments by eJlch sex is expected. 

The circular ordering 9f the elements of Facet E in Figure la is as follows 
(beginning at the upper part of the c;:ircle and moving clockwise): the first region, 
Et, contains the cluster of traits found in most of the factor analytical studies of 
the 16 PF (for ten different studies see Cattell & Nichols, 1972; see also Karson & 
O'Dell, 1976; Bolton, 1977) and referred to as exvia; that is, primaries A, F, H, Q2 
(Q2 had been reversed in its sign).3 The second region, E2, contains B, the 
intelligence factor. The_ E3 is clearly an independence second-order, which is 
composed of E, M, and Q1. (There is no way to consider Q2 as part of this area.) 
The E4 region i� the anxiety region, where C, L, 0, and Q4 primaries defining it( C 
being reversed in its sign, i.e., affected by feelings as(+)). In the next region, E5, 
only I is presented, following by N in probably a separate region (E6), or a 
combined region -�f sensitivity and primary naivete (e:g.,_ Howarth & Cattell,

100 
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1973). The last region, E7, is clearly a super-ego region, composed of G and Q3, 
and back to exvia. 

A~l together we have detected 6 to 7 regions of personality out of Cattell's 8 
second-order factors. The only striking departure, though, from the usual finding 
is the missing of the pathemia vs. cortertia second-order factor, which is 
generally composed of A, I and M. 

Modulation of Distance from the Origin: Strength. If variables are not ~qually 
distant from the origin, then the sheer knowledge of the region they fall in is not 
sufficient for reproducing the relative sizes of their correlation coefficients. 
Information is needed also about the distance of each variable from the origin. 
Such an information corresponds to · a modulating facet. This was from the 
technical point of view. Substantively, the circular regions around the origin 
depict what has been referred to as Facet C. The strength ( or perhaps the 
primacy) of the behaviors which serve"'to partition Figure 1 into those circular 
regions. As can be seen, the most inner variable ~s B, the intelligence factor. From 
the vast literature on this construct we know that its hereditary component is 
large, relative to its environmental one. Put it differently, even without taking 
sides with the long yet unresolved debate on this problem, it is clear that at least 
compared to any other factor, Factor B is less influenced by, or changed 
according to, some situation~! factors in a test situation. (No faking-good has 
been ever detected on it!) Thus, either strength, or primacy is detected by its 
central location in the circular order. 

The second circle is designated by A,·M, and I, a cluster of traits known as 
pathmia vs. cortertia, (coupled with Q1 in the male sample only). To follow the 
previous line of thought, these are the most consistent personality traits which 
might have been formed very early in life, as an outcome of child rearing practices 
and some constitutional influences. . 

Adjacent to this circle we find a circle of source traits (in increasing order) of L, 
E, Q4, C, F, H, 0, and Q2. A secondary level of strength, less internal than the 
previous one, yet well-defined and relatively stable in the personality space. 
These traits are probably perceptual behaviors, acquired later in life and had 
been built up through the ju~ction with one's secondary social group. Yet, the 
.crystalization of these traits was done early enough in one's life-cycle to remain 
relatively stable throughout life. 

The circumface (the fourth circle) is built up by the super-ego (or conformity) 
second-order factor, together with N. We may consider these traits as those which 
are built up or crystalize in a later stage of life, or to follow our stability 
hypothesis, traits which are more liable to distortion in test situations. Put 
differently, ·this is a self-criticism circle, changing by mood and situation. The 
location of the less stable traits ( exactly on the circumfac~) of G and Q3 supports 
this line of reasoning. 

Thus, the transition from more internal, primary, stable and consistent 
personality traits through less primary traits, and up to external, liable traits ( or 
are they already states?) modulates the distance from the origin in the space of 
personality. · 
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There is no need to repeat the interpretation for the female sample. As can be 
seen in Figure 1 b, the configuration is repeated in similar manner, though in a 
mirror image or' the male configuration. It seems, then, that only one analysis 
could have been performed on a combined sample of both sexes without losing 
any important information on the personality space. The only difference between 
sexes is the location of Factor B. It could be suggested that the intelligence factor 
does not belong to the personality areas of life as detected by the circular order. 
Either another dimension is needed in or~er to account for the intelligence factor 
or more components of intelligence are needed in order to successfully locate this 
area in its proper circular order. No data were available at this point to support 
either hypothesis. 

A CROSS-CULTURAL VALIDATION 

Figure 2 presents the geometrical configuration of the 16 PF in an Israeli 
random sample of 476 university applicants. (Only 15 factors were analyzed, 
since the_ B factor in the Hebrew version of the 16 PF is separated from the 
questionnaire, and was not adminrstered to this sample.) The analysis was done 
separately for male and female and for both sexes together. Since no differences 
were detected between sexes, the presentation is given for the entire sample. As 
can be seen in the figure, the circular order ( the areas of life, or the second-order 
strata) are jp. a good agreement with those delineated in Figures· 1 a and 1 b, 
although the sample is different (dissimilarities ·in culture and language), the 
absen~e of Factor B may change the location of other factors, and only Form A 
was used. 

100 

100 

Figure 2: The Radex Configuration of the 16PF: An Israeli Sample 
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The similarites located are as follows: exuia contains exactly the same factors 
as in Cattell' s samples: that is, A., F, H, and Q2. The next region is composed of the 
primaries E, M, and Q1, - · the same independence second-order factor. As in the 
American female sample, Factor L in the Israeli sample is a borderline factor 
with the broad anxiety region. Factor I follows the anxiety region by itself. 
Adjacent to it is Factor N, which is followed by the super-ego (G and Q3) second 
order. Thus, albeit differences in samples and in test format, the circular order of 
regions and the content of each area are strikingly similar in both analyses. 

The modulation of distances from the origin are not less encouraging. Factors 
A, M, and I built up the inner circle (since Bis missing), while Q3, C, 0, Q4, and N 
form the circumface. With ~o other supporting evidence, the findfogs suggest 
that adjustment (vs. anxiety) related factors are more liable to changing 
situations, while cortertia-related primaries are less susceptible to situational 
influences. 

Although the inner circle has the same factors in different samples, it seems 
that there are some interchangeable factors in the outer circle; namely, different 
primaries of the same secondaries have a different "strength" or "stability" in 
different samples. Yet, the overall pattern repeats itself in both analyses. Table 1 
presents the intercorrelations for the 15 source traits (excluding Factor B) for the 
American (males) and Israeli samples, in a Radex form. 

As can be se~n in the table, the Radex hypothesis is generally supported for 
both samples .. Although the third (circumface) circle in the Israeli sample 
contains variables from the second circle of the American sample, the order of the 
variables has not been changed. 

A Multitrait-multimethod Analysis 

· A preliminary analysis for the combined Eysenck's EPQ, the MMPI and the 
16 PF scales on a restricted ~ale sample (N = 163) suggested a structural 
improvement over the 16 PF considered alone: it filled the chasms in both sides of 
the anxiety region. A new area ofpsychoticism emerged, combining Eysenck's P, 
Cattell's Land the Ma of the MMPI. The psychoticism region is located between 
the anxiety and the independence regions. On the other side, between the anxiety 
and the sensitivity areas, a depression region has been fo:rmed, where the MMPI' s 
D, Mf and Pa clustered together. 

The other regions we.re strengthened by factors of the additional two 
instruments: Eysenck's E and the MMPI's Si (reversed) entered the exuia region; 
Eysenck's N and the MMPl's He, Pd, Sc, and Pt were interwoven within the 
anxiety region; the MMPI's Hy combined with Cattell's I and Nin the sensitivity 
region, and both Lie factors entered the conformity region. The independence 
region~ however, did not recieve ~ny additional support. Taken together, two 
pathological regions (i.e., psychoticism and depression) were added to the 16 PF's 
personality space. 

The modulation of distances from the origin, however, were less stable. The 
inner circle contained Factor I alone, surrounded by A, by the depression region, 
and by Hs, Pd ·and L. The circumface, though was built up again as an adjustment 
vs. anxiety related traits and strengthen by comparable factors from t_he EPQ 
and the MMPI instruments. 

9 
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A 

A --
M 06 

I 17 

Q2 
H 

F 
E 

Q1 
L -----
Q4 
C 

0 

N 
G 

Q3 

TABLE I 

Intercorrelations among the 15 source traits 

in the Radex configuration* 

II III 

M 111 Q2 H F E Q1 L Q4 C ollN 
04 24 

- 39 

24 --
-- 45 52 08 13 11 -03 -14 -15 

30 -- 66 54 23 00 -16 -31 -37 

31 50 - 53 25 16 11 -09 -12 

09 41 34 -- 48 38 14 02 -09 

-09 14 14 29 -- 21 -02 -03 -11 

-01 01 18 12 11 -- 55 51 40 ----·--------. 
. -10 -35 -02 ·04 -05 361 - 69 75 

05 -41 -11 -14 -11 31 r 66 - 69 
00 -41 -12 -15 -12 25 I 60 55 --

I 
-04 -10 -17 -33 -15 -111-06 04 02 --
15 -22 -01 -10 -07 

. I . 
001-23 -18 -18 14 

06 20 31 09 04 -19 l-46 -42 -38 11 
i 

IV 

G · Q3 

26 25 

-- 56 

48 --

• American male sample above diagonal; Israeli combined a.ample below diagonal. Decimals 
are omitt.ed. · 

**Roman numerals denote the circular order for each sample ( excluding factor B). 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of the study was to provide another stone in the bridge connecting 
existing l.mowledge ef personality -theory and personality psychometrics. This 
goal was approached through the use of the SSA 'whose purpose is to bind the 
statistical structure of relations among variables with their semantic defi~ition. 

It was hypothesized (with the u'se of a mapping sentence) that in addition to 
the areas of life (i.e., Cattell's second-order factors), the SSA will provide evidence 
for another facet - the strength, or the primacy of the traits in the personality 
domain. 

It was hypothesized (with the use of a mapping sentence) that in addition to 
the areas oflife(i.e., Cattell's second-order factors), the SSA will provide evidence 
for another facet - · the strength, or the primacy .of the traits in the personalty 
domain. 
· Overall, the results lend support to Cattell's definition of the second-order 
factors. Specifically, a replicable circular order of areas of life were found, 
corresponding to exvia, intelligence, independence, anxiety, sensitivity and 
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super-ego secondaries. The introduction of both EPQ and MMPI added two new 
areas - psychoticism and depression - to the personality ,space, without 
blurring the already established areas. 

In addition to the circular order of factors, a second dimension, or a 
modulating facet (i.e., the distance from the origin) also showed a rather 
consistent pattern. This pattern was interpreted as a facet of strength. That is, 
the more primary and stable the trait, the closer its location to the center of the 
radex; and the more secondary·or socially related is the trait, the closer its 
location to the circumface. Through this modulating facet the pathemia vs. 
cortertia second-order factor was found to play a modulating role instead of a� 
area of life. It is located closer to the center (intelligence was the most centrally 
located). The broader adjustment and conformity factors were closer · to the 
periphery. Thus, the second dimension in the radex introduced a new concept into 
the definition of the personality structur..e, namely, the strength ( or the primacy or 
stability) of the traits. This is an advantage of the SSA as a two-facet method over 
a one-facet method like Factor Analysis. However, while the circular order of the 
areas of life was clearly repeatable across cultures (at least in the present 
·analyses), the modulating distances of stability were, in part, distinct for each
culture. It is possible then that while accepting the universality of the human
character, there are some cultural differences in the manner in which those traits
are developed and stabilized. The modulating function may serve to facilitate
understanding of developmental stages in personality as well as of group
differences.

Data subjected to different analyiical methods which result in similar
findings validate an underlying model far in ore than replica of different samples
with the same analytical tool. In this sense, the problem of method's artifact
which has been one subject in criticizing the 16 PF is ruled �ut.

It seems that there is a good agreement between the SSA and the factor
analytical findings. The SSA, however, has a generic virtue: it provides the
opportunity to check upon the completeness of the personality space as covered
by a certain instrument. Provided it is permissible to look. at the dispersion of the
points (i.e., variables) in the Euclidian space as representing traits in the human
personality sphere, could any meaning be attached to the empty areas? That is,
·what does it mean that primary factor I occupies a broad area by itself? Is there
any meaning to the f�ct, besides the statistical one, that Factor L was found in a
great distance from the other anxiety factors? · According to the preliminary
results for the combined three instruments, it is tempting to suggest that empty
areas are meaningful, and may serve as a guide in searching for missing
components, though such hypotheses would be far less accurate and decisive
compared to Mandeliev's Chemical Element Chart.

These preliminary results strengthened also our belief in the proposed general
hypothesis. No matter the number of traits measured, as long as one modality of
observation is analyzed (i.e. questionnaires), only a two dimensional space is
expected to emerge, probably in a radex configuration. By expending the modes
of observations, a cylindrical configuration with repeated radexes is_ to be

11 
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expected. It is hypothesized that the same areas of life will appear in the other 
modalities, though not necessarily with identical primaries. The skeptical view 
concerning the possible match of traits from different modalities, as taken by 
Dreger (1977, chapter 17), is based upon factor analytical procedures. The SSA 
procedure might relax this skepticism. 

FOOTNOTES 

1The study was conducted at the Center for Research and Consultation, the School of 
Education, Tel Aviv University. Thanks are due to the Center's staff·for their assistance. 
The final' writing was done when the author spent his sabbatical at the University of 
California at Santa Barbara. Thanks are due the UCSB Graduate School of Education for 
granting me its valuable assistance. I would like to thank Professors L. Hubert and E. 
Pedhazur for their valuable comments on an earlier draft of this paper. 

2The correlation matrix for the American sample can be found in the Handbook for the 16 
PF (Cattell etal, 1970, p.113, Table 10.1). Thanks to IPAT's permission to use this table for 
reanalysis. 

The matrices of the Israeli sample (male's, female's and the combined correlation 
matrix, as well _as means and standard deviations will be sent upon request (Zak, Note 2). 

3Taking the absolute coefficients, Q2 is closer to A, F, and H (correlation of .43, .52, and .45 
respectively)than toanyothertraitin thematrix(thehighestbeing .16withM). The same is 
applied to C (absolute values of .69 with both Q4 and 0, and .51 with L, all ·of which are 
greater than any other coefficient in the matrix). Moreover in the IP AT special anxiety 
scale, the same procedure has been applied. 
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AND OTHER DISEASE GROUPS1 
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ABSTRACT 

William Regelson 
Opal V. Bristowa 

This research was designed to measure personality dimensions of cancer 
pa'tients on an objective instrument, a..nd to make comparisons both within the 
sample as well as to other disease groups. The Cattell Sixteen Personality Factor 
Questionnaire (16 PF) was administered to 51 cancer patients. Four factors 
showed a pattern of difference: Lower ego strength, Stronger superego strength, 
Protension, and Guilt Proneness. When grouped by sex, race, and primary site of 
lesion, analyses revealed significantly similar personality factor profiles. While 
different from the norm, only the breast cancer group was clearly differentiated 

"by site of the lesion (Lower ego strength) for the females. When compared on the 
16 PF to other disease samples, there were close similarities between the profile of 
the cancer group and the mean profile of epileptics and TB patients, but differed 
from heaz:t and psychosomatic diagno~d patients. · 

INTRODUCTION 

The strong co~elation between the development of cancer and psychological 
factors is not new information to tho'se in the field. In descriptions of over 50 
research articles in the study of cancer, Achterberg, Simonton, and Matthews
Simonton (1976) summarized evidence demonstrating: (a) that stress and 
emotions affect the cancerous disease, (b) what personality characteristics are 
evidenced by people with cancer, and ( c) those inferences to physiological 
.mechanisms and contributable to outcome. Relevant .to this study, LeShan 
(1966), Evans (1926), Schmale and Iker (1971), and Green (1966) consistently 
reported general psychological characteristics of depression, helplessness, 
despair, a~d hopelessness that appear to be contributory to the process of the 
disease. Moreover, Brown (1966) and Bahnson (1971) related more specific 
emotional syndromes to cancer patients by including the <::onstructs of inhibited 
life-style, inability to grieve, loss and impaired emotional outlets. 

Blumberg (1968) conducted studies to determine if there were emotional 
characteristics which distinguished fast-growing tumors from those with slow
growing tumors. These investigations indicated that patients with fast-growing 
tumors were more defensive, had a higher need to appear "good", had a higher 
level of tension as a result of emotional conflict, and had difficulty reducing these 
tensions through action. Klopfer (1957) confirmed these findings by predicting 
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~ 

with 70% accuracy which patients would have fast-growing tumors based on 
·measurements of ego defensiveness and investment of emotional energy in an 
effort to .appear to be "good0 and "loyal'\ 

Psychological studies continue to reaffirm the notion that the cancer patient is 
characterized by cHnically observed disturJ?ances. These conditions could be 
related to the-reaction to the disease itself, but it behooves both the clinician and 
researcher to better understand the dynamics in an objective manner. 

Although there has been some research, no method has been utilized 
comparing one cancer group with another or with another disease group. The 
purpose o~ this research project was to explore which common personality 
dimensions could be determined for cancer patients on an objective instrument, 
and to make comparisons both within the sample as well as to other disease 
groups. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

The experimental group con_sisted of 51 cancer patients from the Outpatient 
Departme~t of the Tumor Clinic of Virginia Commonwealth University, Health 
Sciences Division. The subjects were selected on the basis of their admission data 
at the clinic, their life expectancy, the strength of the patient, and his ability to 
understand the questions asked. There were 31 males (14 white, 17 bl~ck) and 20 
females (7 white, 13 black). Age range was from 21 to 80. 

Measure Utilized 

The Cattell Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) Form C is a 
factor-analytically constructed, self-administered test which measures 16 inde
penden~ personality traits (Cattell, Eber, & Tatsnoke, 1970)~ The mean correla
tions of all single items with the factors they represent is +.37, and the mean 
correlation of each group of 6 items with the factor it represents is about ·+.71. 
Reliability has been worked out as a test/retest correlation. Values obtained are 
quoted when relevant, ranging from .32 to .71. . 

Procedure 

The 16 PF was administered to all the cancer subjects. Their charts were then 
read to determine the site of the ca.ncer, onset of the illness, primary lesion, 
amount of metastasism, type of medical or surgical intervention, and family 
history of cancer. 

RESULTS 

The 16 PF was scored for each cancer subject and plotted on the score sheet 
·with the appropriate conversions. Means were calculated as to race and sex, as 
well as according to the site of prima:ry lesion. 
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Figure 1: Group Mean All Cancer Patients 
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A group mean including all cancer subjects was calculated for the 16 PF (see 
Figure 1). _Although the departures from normal were not great, four factors 
showed a definite pattern of difference. Factor C (Lower ego strength, Sten of 
four) was on the low-score description side. On the high-score description side, 
there were three factors with Stene of seven: Factor G (Stronger superego 
strength), Fac�or L (Protension), and Factor O ( Guilt proneness). When grouped 
by sex, race, and primary site of lesion, analysis of the 16 PF revealed 
corresponding group differences in personality factors, but for the females only 
the breast cancer group was clearly differentiated by site of the lesion (Lower ego 
strength, Factor C, Sten of three). 

The next set of analyses were to statistically test the hypothesis that the 
various sUbgroupings were similar to each other. The statistical tre�tment was 
the utilization of the con:elation coefficient of profile similarity (r p) formulated by
Cattell et al. (1970). 

The profiles were subdivided and compared by sex(males and females; r
p 

= .87, 
p < .01) and by race (whites and blacks; r

p 
= .84, p < .01). The group was also 

compared by site of disease, subdivided into lung cancer (N = 8), gastro-intestinal 
(N = 28), Hodgkins disease (N = 4), and other (N = 11). All profiles were 
significantly similar, as �resented in Table 1. 

2 G-1 

3 Hodgkins 
• 4 Other

• p < .01

Table 1 

Profile Similarities of Cancer Patients 

Lung 

.84* 

.72* 

.65* 

Gastro-intestinal 

.so• 

.83* 

Hodgkins 

With sufficient support that the cancer group (while different from the norm) 
was remarkably homogeneous, the overall profile was compared to a cardiac 
disease group (N = 53), and a sample diagnosed as psychosomatic (N = 76). These 
samples were selected from profiles available in Cattell's Handbook of the 16 PF,

pp. 259-263 for comparison to other physical disease categories. The cancer 
sample mean profile did correlate significantly with the epileptic profile (r 

P 
= .88, 

p < .01) and TB group profile (r
p 

= �52, p < .01); however, no significances were 
found with the cardiac (r

p 
= .52) or psychosomatic (r

p 
= .35) groups. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of personality factors from the 16 PF indicated that, as a group, 
cancer patients when compared to the population average, were more affected by 
feelings, fretful, and not very tolerant of emotion-producing disturbances, nor 
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very realistic in responding to emotional stimuli. They also were more often 
dissatisfied and annoyed but found difficulty in appropriate expression of such 
feelings, which may be reflected by a low mood ·state. 

Cognitively, they appear careful and thoughtful in decision making. They 
tend to hold strong opinions, tenaciously. They are prone to be critical of 
themselves and others, demanding much from all concerned. They tend to worry 
a good deal, sometimes dreading what the future may hold. 

In terms ofsocial interactions;they appear not to wor~ well with others over a 
long period of time, but instead set hard schedules and establish firm routines for 
themselves. They seem often to mistrust others, and are rather doubtful an~ 
suspicious of the behavior of people around them. They seem inhibited, with little 
sense of freedom in thought or action. Participation is generally awkward-and 
difficult for them, and they seldom believe that they are really accepted, 
assuming somehow that others are preferred over them. 

Character traits and habits tend to be rigidly maintained. These individuals 
tend to be uncompromising of their high standards. Generally they possess ·a 
strong sense of duty and responsibility. They are more likely to be hard-working 
individuals and can't abide "time-wasting," staying with a job until it is done in 
detail. They are rather incessant in their efforts to ''improve" themselve_s and 
quite conscientious, sometimes to . the point of seeming moralistic or perfec
tionistic. Demanding of themselves, with preference for planning and organizing 
their own work, they want a clear and reasonable structure of their jobs and then 
want to be alone to get it done. These personality dynamics appear conducive to 
greater-than-normal stress reaction among each individual. The 16 PF results 
showed remarkable similarities when the overall sample was divided along sex 
types and races, and even between cancer sites. 

When compared to other disease samples, there were close similarities 
between the profile of the cancer group and the mean profile ~f epileptics and TB 
patients, but it differed from heart and psychosomatic diagnosed patients. It · 
could be inferred that the cancer patient shared an overriding feeling of 
helplessness toward the disease process and an overwillingness to be the "good 
and obedient" when compared with the epileptic and TB group on the basis of 
commensurate scores ofhigh superego (G), trusting(L), and low self-concept(A3). 
When compated to the cardiac group, both of these samples shared high guilt(O), 
low ego strength (C), ~hyness (H) and high sensitivity (I), but the card~ac group 
appeared to have a protective personality defense that differed from the "good 
person" syndrome of the cancer patients, primarily· along the dimensions of high 
self-sufficiency (Q2), self-indulgence (M), and low superego (G). The psycho
somatic comparison was made purely as a check to determine a partial answer to 
the hypothesis that cancer . and heart disease were both merely extensions of 
psychosomatic tension. The analysis did not support the interpretation. 

The profiles of the disease groups support the concept that stress is a strong 
correlative aspect of disease. As hypothesized in the literature, the resultant high 
anxiety measures of an intropunitive dynamic are prevalent in all disease 
profiles. As a matter of curiosity, the researchers compared the cancer profile 
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with a group profile documented as extremely unlikely to be victimized by cancer 
- the psychopathic criminal. The profile similarity coefficient was significantly
negative (rp = .:. .65, p < .05), indicating that the two groups are very different in 
most of the 16 dimensions. The clinical interpretation was that the psychopathic 
criminal, through both behavioral and psychometric measures, typically 
e�ternalizes his anxiety, thereby maintaining a relatively resolved and healthier 
physical state. These results do not imply a more-or-less positive model of 
adaptation, but they do support a consistent picture of personality and disease 
interaction. 

In summary, the research study supports a general hypothes_is that cancer 
patients are homogeneous in measurable personality patterning, and they differ 
in personality correlates from a normal population. The data suggest that the 
samples were not similar to other mean profiles, such as cardiac patients or 
psychosomatic samples, but there were other samples remarkably commensurate. 

Although the results supported the idea of significant variance between 
groupings, there remains to be tested the hypothesis that personality dynamics 
are causative in the disease process. Perhaps it is primarily the reaction to disease 
that produces such results and would be pre�ictive of other chronic disease (e.g., 
TB or epilepsy),· or perhaps such covariance is only indicative of the type of 
instrumentation. Only longitudinal methodologies can supply useful answers. 
These results are nevertheless meaningful, perhaps not as predictive measures, 
but as a way of better understanding the process·vari':lnce in_ the rehabilitation of 
cancer. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 Research primarily conducted at the Medical College of Virginia, Health Science Di vision, 
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia. 
2Drs. Butler and Lawlis are at North Texas State University, Denton, Texas. Reprints may 
be obtained from Dr. Butler, Department of Psychology, NTSU, Denton, Texas 76203 
3Dr. Regelson and Ms. Bristow are at the Medical College of Virginia, Health Science 
Division, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia. 
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ABSTRACT 

Some of the problems in dealing with regression analysis are described from 
the psychostatistics analytical viewpoint. A case study and a brief history 
antecede the covering of these fixations of regression: stepwise is unreliable; with 
enough independent variables, R2 becomes 1; if R2 is less than .5, then it is too 
smali to discuss; but you had a control group; but you did not have a control group; 
and regression analysis is not as sophisticated as ANOVA. The conclusion is 
~ade that sometimes the treatment of choice for these pl'oblems is to become a 
psychostatistical analysand of one trained.in multivariate analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although modem clinical researchers in psychology frequently hate to admit 
it, some things Freud said often are true. "We may therefor'e distinguish a .... 
species of regression: ... a temporal one, in so far as it is a regression to older 
psychic formations" (1938, pp. 496-497). Even when old scholars learn new 
statistical tricks, they too often regress when stressed by having to use or review 
them. Like any defensive regression, the juvenile formations reused are in the 
form of material introjected without having been understood or logically 
processed. Before dealing with these frequent fixations, and before reciting a 
little history of regression analysis, let us recount one episode showing the 
neurotic compulsion of this regression. · 

A researcher came to one of us with some data he had developed from an 
experimental study in a clinic population. He had used a "waiting list/holding 
group as attention placebo" comparison group. Having a large number of subject 
variables (MMPI scores, plus) and a small N of observations (about 12 subjects 
per group) he felt the need for statistical consultation. The consultant suggested 
examining these data using multiple regression. The researcher, knowingly, 
pointed out that since these were "experimental" data (perhaps projecting his 
secret pride onto the computer), you had to use analysis of variance (ANOV A). 
The consultant: "Yes, but ANOVA is just a special case of multiple regression." 
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The researcher: "Yes, I know that, but these are 'experimental' data." The 
consultant not being without clinical skills himself referred the analysand to 
another consultant. 

BRIEF HISTORY 

In the 1920's and 30's R.A. Fisher, and his colleagues, students and followers, 
began the development of "designed experiments." The linear regression model 
for data analysis was known, but its use_ as a data analytic strategy was 
prevented by computational problems. The time necessary to compute a re
gression analysis with 10 variables and 400 observations on an electronic desk 
calculator is measured in working-days (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). 

If, rather than attempting these outrageous computations (which would have 
been even worse on the mechanical calculators of the time), it was discovered that 
if the data were collected in very specific ways so that the independent variables 
were degenerate(had the values of only O or 1; "dummy" variables), then general 
solutions to the characteristic equations of the regression model could be used to 
analyze data. These general solutions are the familiar formulae for sums-of
squares. Thus we see that ANOV A was a computational convenience of a 
juvenile science. 

In about 1965 the electrifying computational capability of large electronic 
computers became available to almost every serious researcher. One. cannot 
imagine any researcher in a U.S. university that does not have ready access to 
more computing capability than R.A. Fisher fantasized while watching the agri
studies grow. 

The number crunchers �rote easy-to-use programs for regression analysis, 
but got few users. The main advantages from computers to psychology researchers 
for many years were two: the dubious advantage of easily computing large 
numbers of univariate ANOV A's or t's on related dependent variables and the 
programs for ANOV A's for designed studies ending up with unequal cell n's: This 
last is of passing interest in that the line taken by many programs is to compute 
the regression analysis and pnnt the results in the desired ANOVA format. 

·Another effect of high ·speed electronic computers· was the use of a series
computation of near approximations to the actual significance level of an 
inferential summary statistic such as F, t, or Chi-square. This helped begin the 
development beyond Hypothesis Testing Theory, but that is another story (See 
Lawlis & Peek, 1979). 

ADVANTAGES OF REGRESSION 

The use of designed experiments in the laboratory is not too difficult. If a rat 
dies, you can get another of almost identical genetic and developmental 
background. In the golden days of yore, before human subjects committees freed 

· the lowly intro student, return appointments for matched designs were practical.
But designed experiments, other than completely randomized designs with one
classification of subjects, never did well in clinical studies.
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For one thing, patients do untoward things like dropping therapy or missing 
appointments. Nor can we believe that many, if any, ever got even 30 patients 
together to match them on pre-treatment status. · 

Lindquist's (1953) "Graeco-Latin Square" design with unequal cell n's was 
impossible. Likely analysists developed a likely set of unlikely fix-its: the bogus 
observation made equal to the cell means, the subject "randomly dropped prior to 
analysis," and the "run 5 more in treatment A." 

The doubtful procedures of the median split (One point on a scale. with a 
standard error of measurement of 5 points will give a constant additive effect?) 
and the Hi-Lo groups(Take out the varying middle, leave in the narrow extremes, 
and inflate your linear association?) were developed to let the researcher ask if a 
subject attribute effected treatment outcome. The attribute was conceptually 
continuous, measured at a goodly number of discrete points along the continuum, 
and then forced into a degenerate -dummy variable. Clinicians who denied the 
dichotomy of depressed versus normal in psychological assessment batted not an 
eye to throwing away measured information for science. Since 1965, or there
abouts, they have been unnecessarily throwing away precision in measurement 
to get precision in research. Why not use regression analysis to examine 
continuous and classification variables in the same analysis? Why not? Because 
of the regression over regression. 

FIXATIONS OF REGRESSION 

Fixation 1: Stepwise is Unreliable 

Everyone introjected during graduate.school years that stepwise regression 
produces results guaranteed to be spurious and unreliable. It maximizes pre
dictive variance. 

Why else would one do research? Do we not always want to maximize our 
prediction of the phenomena we attempt to describe? We have taken the position 
that statistics, even the revered inferential ones, do not prove anything (Lawlis & 
Peek, 1979); they can only guide us in forming opinions about the quality of our 
description of nature. Some inferential statistical procedures are intended to 
guide us in forming a descriptive model of nature'~ operation: exploratory 
procedures. Others are intended to guide us in evaluating the goodness of fit of our 
model to nature's operations: confirmatory procedures. 

The careful researcher (as opposed to the significance hunter) is often faced 
with the problem of many variables and few subjects (See Myth 2 below before 
saying ''ah-ha"). One alternative, a gift from the computer, is the 100 simul
taneous t-test procedure. 

The better al tern a ti ve is the careful use of stepwise regression. The first step is 
often to insist that only those potential independent vaiables (IV's) that have a 
sufficiently good significance level on their own (say p < .1) are to even be 
considered. Or, usually better, the researcher limits the potential IV's to those 
having a pla:usible theoretical or logical association to the phenomena; the grab
a-bunch-of-variables shotgun usually only hits significant trash . 
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The 100 t approach suffers from repeated error rate problems. Given 100 IV's 
with population correlations with the dependent variable (DV) equal zero, we 
expect 5 of them to have signi~cance levels less than or equal t~ .05 due to the 
operations of random sampling (unless the randomization has been spoilt by 
"drop a subject," "run another," or the "bogus observation"). But once one of 
them has reached such a value of significance· level, if another is correlate_d 

. highly at all with it, the probability of its spuriously having a significance level 
less than .05 approaches the sure event. 

"But wait! You just said to screen potential IV's b'y their separate significance 
levels." 

The stepwise regression either partials out the correlation betwe~n succeeding 
IV'sorpartitionsitbetween them withoutredundancy. Thusthesureeventofthe 
second wrong opinion for the importance of an uncorrelated IV is eliminated. 
Even better is the guidance of the significance level associated with the whole 
squared multiple correlation, R2. This lets us form opinion on the collection of 
IV's as a group in one analysis.2 

Of course the resulting R2 capitalized on chance associations in the data. How 
many designed experiments capitalize on chance subject assignment to get nice 
fat F's? But since the issues.of error rate and validity shrinkage always surface 
with anal-retentive hemorrhoidal research types, one can ·apply the shrinkage 
formula Ras indicated PRN. 

Fixation 2: With enough IV's, R2 Becomes 1 

The full version of this fixation is that if you use enough IV's, R2 will become 
1.00 and, of course, this will be significant. Regression over regression here is 
caused by an absence ofreality contact. True, when k, the number ofIV's, equals 
(N-1), R2 = 1.00. But before saying "ah-ha" consider the "rollowing: 

F= R2 / k (1) 

(1-R2) I (N-k-1) 

When R2 is 1.00, what is (1-R2)? What is zero times (N-k-1)? The result of division 
by zero is undefined; there i~ no F when R2 equals 1.00. · 

"Picky, picky," you say. Lets try the situation where R2 just approaches 1.0. 
Consider the following: 

N=30 
k =28 

R2 = .96, R ~ .98 

F= .96/ 28 
= 0.85 

.04/1 
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With df of 28 and 1 and F of 0.85, p > .5. 
No careful researcher would examine 28 IV' s with 30 subjects unless using the 

28 t approach. Consider a careful researcher who lucks into a '}l2 of .96 with 
sufficient observations (for an exploratory study says 3 observations for each IV): 

N=84 
k =28 

R2 = .96, R = .98 

F = .96/28 
= 46.75 

.04/55 
(3) 

With df of28 and55 andF of46.75, p< .001. Using a 10 observationperIVrate,F 
becomes 230.35. 

The reason to use multiple variables is to get higher R2's. The few useful 
relationships producing a large amount of .. predicted variability with few 
variables have rarely been found. These are called "classical studies." If we are to 
wait for classical studies, why are so many non-classical ones published? 
Phenomena of interest in clinical settings are complex. Why should not our 
theories be complex? 

Another point needs making here. One great advantage in using regression 
analysis in non-experimental empirical studies, rather than forcing the data into 
psuedo-designed experiment format, is the flexibility with unequal group n's. Say 
you have a sample °from a clinical population each member of which either has or 
does not have one of several symptomatic attributes (a similar argument can be 
made for none-some-marked as a classification variable). Unless you use some 
forcing technique (e.g., median split) you will either havJ! unequal n's .or a 
probably dishonest research assistant. If you equalize n's you end up with our old 
expediency, the "bogus subject" or other sampling horrors. If you just give the 
data to the computer, you end up with regression analysis looking like F-tests, but 
without /3's to guide interpretation. With regression analysis, you control the 
choice of group membership coding (dummy versus contrast versus polynomial) 
.and with the extra statistics most programs print(e.g., 13·for entry of non-entered 
variables) can watch the suppression caused by the bias of the unequal Ns.3 

Let us sum up the relationship.between the size of R2, the N of observations, 
the smallness of the significance level; and the num her of IV' s. Given a too small 
N, as IV' s increase the R2 increase is offset by the significance level becoming 
bigger. Given a suitable, N, R2 and significance level both look better as the 
number of IV's increases, and the heuristic value of the theoretical model also 
increases. 

Fixation 3: If R2 is Less Than .5, Then It is too Small to Discuss 

One of us hopes that this misstatement be true. If it were, then he would have 
some basis for not reading more than about 30% of the journals to which he 
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subscribes. Just to get a benchmark, consider a 2 x 2 designed experiment with iO 
subjects per cell, Nbeing 40. Let us suppose the total variability is 1,000 and both 
main effecis and the interaction were associated with Fs having a significance 
level of exactly .05. R2 for these data would be only .25. In order to get, in this 
design, an R2 of .5, the three effects, if equal would have to have associated 
significance levels less than .005. 

Meehl's (1955) classic argument was that the utility of results must be 
evaluated on the marginal increase the data provide over what is already known. 
His argument was aimed at applying the data to problems and decisions 
affecting the lives of real people. We agree. Given an R2 of .35 in a model 
describing the differential benefit of Ellis' (1962) therapy over short term 
dynamic therapy, we would not wish to scrap those therapists leaning to the 
dynamic. On the other hand, we would be interested in further exploration of the 
patient attributes that improved the prediction of successful outcome above the 

· group membership variable alone, even if the increase in predicted variability
was only 10%. Increasing this to 20%, and cross-validating would give some real
utility in assigning patients to therapists.

Fixation 4: 8ut You Had a Control Group

Fixation 5: But You Didn't Have a Control Group

While neither of us have gotten regression to both of these positions from the 
same person at the same time, we hope to do so.We would get pleasure telling and 
retelling the story for 7 years. We suspect that the trauma that causes the fixation 
of methodological libido of these types occurs in the developing graduate 
students' second methodology course. Perhaps the Bates�n, Jackson, Haley, and 
Weakland (1956) theory of the etiology of schizophrenia is a suitable metaphor. 
The students register for a course in "Advanced Experimental Design" or 
"Research Design: 507," buy texts with these phrases prominent in the titles 
(Winer, 1971; Kirk, 1968), and then are placed in a bind by receiving a course in the 
statistical analysis of data from designed studies. 

· Logically, statistical analysis should" not begin until all of the data have been
collected. This provides a convenient logical distinction between "statistical 
analysis" and "experimental" or "study design." 

The optimal progression in study design is to develop a research question 
("hypothesis") for which you want to form an opinion. Consider your measure
ment �chnology, subject selection, experimental manipulations, methods for 
controlling or accounting for known sources of confounding variability, and axes 
you wish to grind on the side, and then come up with your study's procedure. 
Based upon this you then can describe what the data matrix will probably look 
like, and then plan your statistical analysis. 

In this day of computers you will only very rarely have to go back and change 
your design. One exception is that you may need to increase your N or n's. 
Regression analysis can model almost any design you are likely to fantasize.

Whether or not you need a control group depends on the question asked. If the 
question is of the form "Is this irreversible manipulation better than nothing," 
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you must have one, if your human subjects committee will let you have one. 
Nowadays we are more likely to ask "Is this irreversible manipulation better than 
routine care." The design problem with comparison groups6 ·is that group 
membership is confounded with received manipulations. All systematic 
differences between groups can appear to be attributable to the manipulation. 
Because of the flexibility regression procedures have in dealing with "covariates," 
it is the analysis of choice when true control (e.g., matching littermates from 
homogeneous recessive parents) is impossible, as it almost always is in clinical 
studies. · 

This problem is obviously avoidable when the manipulations are reversible or 
partially so. Then the powerful "crossover" designs can be used. Enduring 
subject attributes are not then confounded with the manipulation. Variable 
subject attributes that are systematic within the groups (e.g., the "placebo;' effect 
of beginning any type of treatment) can be arranged to be related to the order-of
treatmen t IV rather than to the type-of:.treatment IV (e.g., a Latin square design). 
It is only the idiosyncratic subject by order-of-�eatment interaction effects that 
confound the manipulations. Also you might find treatment potentiation, where 

. one followed by the other does better than you would expect from the effect of 
either alone or in some other order. 

In any case, neither the data nor the ANOV A computation formulae nor the 
regression calculations know if the data came from a control group or not. The 
meaning of a group membership variable depends solely on the procedural rules 
you use to map observations into variable values. Nothing more. 

Fixation 6: Regression Analysis is not as Sophisticated ( or Powerful) as ANOV A 

Groan. This brings us back to the emotional denial of the cognitive fact that 
ANOV A is a special case of regression analysis. Since the infantile symptoms of 
researchers, reviewers, and editors who regress to this fixation prevent their 
following the algebra of constructing a simplified X matrix in a regression model 
and ending up with the computational formulae for ANOV A, we retreat to the 
following expressions: 

Correlation-squared = Predictive variance 

Total variance 

F-ratio = Predictive variance+ "Error" variance

"Error" variance 

Total variance = Predicted variance+ "Error" variance 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

They both express the saID:e relationship within the data. Saying 25% of the fruit 
are apples in a brown bag containing 100 apples and oranges is the same thing as 
saying that the bag has 25 apples and 75 oranges. 

The problem here is that the correlation coefficient and the topic of regression 
are routinely covered in the psycho-statistical developmental stage of Graduate 
Stat: 501, while the analysis of data from designed experiments with ANOV A is 
the conflict worked through in the stage of Research Design: 502. 
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CONCLUSION 

-We would not write a case note on the statistical health of clinical researchers,
reviewers, and editors just to document weakness. Our diagnosis is not without 
therapy recommendation. 

If you feel that you have _statistical fixations� which you sometimes regress, 
then treatment by a fellow psychologist specializing in statistical analysis "is 
indicated. For those statistical analysands who fear the therapist's couch, be 
assured that most analysts trained in the multivariate school of statistical 
analysis prefer variable-to-variable association rather than free-association and 
are usually _more interested in covariation than cohabitation with their 
analysands. 6 

FOOTNOTES 

1We shall use the phrase "designed experiments" to refer to the practice of designing data 
collection. procedures to match the requirements of specific statistical analyses. For 
example, the forcing of equal cell n's in a factorial designed study. 
2 Those insisting may use the possible, but petty, special procedures for handling R2's from 
stepwise procedures instead of what the computer prints. 
3Say, as you might e·xpect, that most of your paranoid subjects are also schizophrenic and 
most of your markedly guilty subjects are depressed. This wiil produce a correlation 
between the coded group membership variables, so that the covariability they both share 
with the dependent variable and with each other, will have to be attributed to one or the 
other or shared between them. 
40ne of us once saw one of his professors in graduate school emerge from a lab, and joyfully 
announce to a colleague that the data were coming out right, then rush off to tell his 
coinvestigators. The research assistant, following him from the lab, told us about the 
performance of the very first subject. 
5 True control groups, where the subjects are taken through all of the procedures in the study 
except the one that will hopefully prove to be effective, are often dangerous to patients, and 
are properly rare in present clinical research. 
6Dr. Joel R.,Butler, who did not really help us in reviewing the conceptualization in this 
paper, wanted to add his warning that most statistical analysts were anal expulsive, this 
paper being an example. 
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SEX-ROLES AND DYADIC UNIQUENESS IN PARENT-CHILD 
PERSONALITY TRAIT RELATIONSHIPS 

Heather E. P. Cattell 
Michigan State University 

ABSTRACT 

Parent-child personality trait inter.correlations were examined in 127 intact, 
middle-class, Caucasian families (393 children: 162 females and 231 -males 
between ages 6 and 22), using the age-appropriate test in the Sixteen Personal
ity Factor Questionnaire series. The main parent/child linkages differed for 
each parent-child dyad: daughters' uriconflicted, introverted dependency was 
linked with mothers' unconflicted, emotionally sensitive depende~cy; 
daughters' sensitive, unconflicted dependency was linked with fathers' 
inhibited dependency; sons' depend~~t, introverted neuroticism was linked 
with insecure, sensitive, emotional neuroticism in mothers; sons' inhibited, 
resentful, insecure neuroticism was linked· with dependent, introverted 
neuroticism in fathers. These patterns indicate that family relationships re
volved around neuroticism versus mental health for boys and sex-role traits of 
dependence, emotionality, and introversion for girls. For adolescent sons (over 
13 years), sex-role traits of aggressiveness, tough-mindedness, afid emotional 
insensitivity replaced low neuroticism in important linkages with both parents. 
Eldest daughters showed unusually strong and unique linkages with fathers, 
emphasizing father-daughter similarity on central character traits such as ego 
and superego strength, tension level, an~ strength of self-image. 

BACKGROUND 

Relationships between parents' and children's personalities remain one of 
the most fundamental areas of concern to developmental psychologists. One 
prominent empirical approach to these phenomena has focused on the impact of 
parental child-rearing attitudes. For example, Walters and Stinnett (1971) 
summarized a decade of research in this area. However, there have been a 
number of problems with this research, centering on questions about the 
meaning and validity of the parent attitude measures. These problems include 
substantial parental acquiescent response set, faulty memory or perception in 
parents' self-evaluation, a strong relationship. between the attitude measures 
and parental educational level, and lack of comparability of child-rearing 
dimensions across instruments and studies (Becker, 1965; Becker & Krug, 
1965; Brody, 1969; Robbins, 1963). 

Another approach to examining parent-child personality interactions has in
volved the use of observer . ratings of particular child and/ or parent behaviors 
thought to represent particular traits, such as aggressiveness, dependency, 
generosity, or sociability (Feshbach, 1970; Hilton, 1967; Olejnik & McKinney, 
1973; Stevenson & Lamb, 1979). While useful, this approach also has several 
limitations. Beyond the obvious problems with interrater reliability, the lack of 
guidelines to use in deciding which particular behavior is an indicator of a 
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particular trait has necessarily led to ~rbitrariness. Often the measures us~d by 
different investigators as indicators of the same trait show very low correlations 
with each other, and when factor analyzed, do not emerge as a coherent 
dimension (Maccoby & Masters, 1970). Similarly, one behavior may be used as 
an indicator of severaf different traits by different investigators. 

More importantly, these studies have ~erious limitations when viewed from 
an integrative perspective in that they rarely investigate more than one 
dimension of the chi~d's or parent's personality. A search of the last 15 years·of 
Psychological Abstracts revealed only· four studies that investigated multiple 
personality variables for both parents and children. These studies suggested 
some interesting relationships, but also have some empirical and conceptual 
limitations. Troll, Neugarten, and Kraines (1969) looked at correlations 
between ·personality traits of college student~ and their parents, but used a 
poorly researched questionnaire of their own design. The mQst interesting 
aspect of their results was the finding of different relationships among different · 
parent-child dyads. For instance, one trait, "cognitive complexity," was sig
nificantly correlated only for the two son dyads (father/son .and mother/son), 

· while another trait, ''intraception,'' was significantly correlated only for the two 
daughter dyads. The~e patterns suggest that both parents may have responded 
differently to sons and daughters. They also found that only the mother/son 
and mother/daughter dyads were significantly correlated on "spontaneity" 
(implying th~t this trait was uniquely fostered by the mother's model), while 
the same-sex dyads (mother/ daughter and father/ son) were the only dyads 
with significant correlations on "critical of others" (suggesting .sex-role 
modeling). Troll et al. concluded that although no one of the four dyads showed 
significantly stronger influence overall, different traits were important ~ithin ~. 
each dyad. A second study (Scarr, Webber, Weinberg, & Wittig, in press) also 
calculated separate parent/ child trait intercorrelations for each of the parent/ 
child dyads on traits of extraversion and neurotici~m (Eysenck Personality 
Inventory, Differential Personality Questionnaire) and on a measure of physical 
and social trait anxiety (the Activities Preference Questionnaire). These authors 
also found evidence of differential parent/ child similarity among the four 
dyads. . 

The two remaining multivariate studies (Grotevant, 1976; Grotevant, Scarr, 
& Weinberg, 1977) emplayed the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory, an instru
ment typically used in reference to vocational interests. The first study found 
more significant trait similarities for same-sex dyads, as might be expected on 
these role-related dimensions: mother/daughter on "realistic" and "investi
gative,'' father/ son on ''enterprising'' and ''social,'' and both mother/ daughter 
and father/ son on "conventional." The second study found similar but more 
comprehensive results: Both father/child dyads (father/son, father/daughter) 
showed high positive correlations on some traits (artistic, social, enterprising), 
while both mother/child dyads showed high positive correlations on different 
traits (realistic, investigative, conventional). 

While .~11 of these studies used multivariate instruments, they examined 
· · only parent/ child intercorrelations of identical traits (same-trait similarity/ 

dissimilarity). The possibility that one parental trait was associated strongly 
with a different trait in the child (the off-diagonal, cross-trait intercorrelations) 
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was not examined, and so both studies provided no information about these 
potentially important facets of the parent/ child relationship. Thus, the over
whelming majority of studies of the parent/child relationship have been uni
variate and could not provide a comprehensive picture of the multiple child 
traits that may be affected by (or may be affecting) a particular parent trait, or 
the multiple parent traits that may be affecting "(or be affected by) a particular 
child trait. 

The _purpose of the present study was to investigate parents' and children's 
personality int~rrelationships in a way that obviated these limitations. The trait 
measure of personality that was used, the Sixteen Personality Factor Question
naire (16PF), has well-established reliability and validity (Cattell, Eber, & 
Tatsuoka, 1970), and was designed to cover the whole range of personality 
dimensions. Age-appropriate forms of the 16 PF were given to both parents am\ 
children in an unusually large sample of intact families. Both same-trait simi
larities and cross-trait relationships were examined for the various parent/child 
dyads. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Subjects were members of 127 intact, middle-class, Caucasian families from 
the Chicago Metropolitan area (average annual income in 1970 was $13,100, 
and average years of education was 12.8 for fathers and 12.2 for mothers). The 
393 children (162 females and 231 males) tested were natural siblings and 
included all ch~ldren who were at least 6 years of age and living in the home. 
Mean ages of mothers, fathers, daughters, and sons were 37.1, 39.7, 11.1, and 
11.4 years, respectively; the age ranges pf.mothers, fathers, and children were 
26-52, 28-54, and 6-22 years, respectively. · 

Toes~ subjects were previously used in an extensive study (Ruess & Lis, 
1972) of families who had one child with a cleft lip or palate that had been 
surgically corrected in the first 18 months of life . . There· were 80 of these· 
"experimental'' families and 47 control (no cleft child) families. The services of 
the University of Illinois Survey Research Laboratory were used in the original 
research to locate the group of control families, who were selected for compara
bility with the experimental group on the following demographic characteris
tics: Parents' educational levels, father's occupation, ~nnual family income, 
parents' ages, and total nu_mber of living children. In addition to having the 
cleft abnormalities completely corrected at this very early age, these "experi
mental'' children appeared normal in that they did not differ significantly from 
either their siblings or the control children on any of the following diverse set of 
measures: Wechsler Intelligence Scales, Gray Oral Reading Test, Wide Range 
Achievement Test in Arithmetic, Witkin Embedded Figures Test, Bender
Gestalt Visual-Motor Test, Human Figure Drawings, Raven Progressive 
Matrices, Leary Interpersonal Checklist, and the scales of the 16PF. 

Tests and Procedures 

Each family member completed Form A of the age-appropriate version of 
the 16PF: The Early School Personality Questionnaire (ESPQ) for 6- to 8-year-
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olds; the Children's Personality Questionnaire (CPQ) for ages 8 to 12; the Jr.
Sr. High School Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ) for 12- to 18-year-olds; and 
the 16PF for persons 18 or older. The 16 primary personality factors were 
scored, and, in addition, scores were calculated for the second-order factors of 
extraversion, independence, anxiety, cortertia (tough, objective, task-oriented 
versus tender-minded, emotional, sensitive), and neuroticism from equations 
given in the test manuals. 

To minimize fatigue, boredom, and other factors that often affect reliability 
and validity, · the psychological tests were individually administered · and 
staggered with medical, physical, and ability tests. All subjects who showed a 
reading comprehension score below the ,ower range of the age-appropriate 
questionnaire were administered the test verbally with a simultaneous visual 
presentation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Pearson product-moment correlation of each child trait with each parent 
trait was calculated separately for each of the four parent/ child dyads 
(father/son, mother/son, father/daughter, and mother/daughter). The 
significant correlations for these four dyads are given in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
respectively. The inherent difficulty of random results when calculating such a 
large number of correlations mtist be noted: While the number of correlations 
significant at the .OS level for the father/ daughter dyad (22) was virtually 
equivalent to chance expectations (21), the number for the father/son, mother/ 
son, and mother/daughter dyads far exceeded chance (77, 42, and 43, respec-
·tively). Trait intercorrelations for each of the four ·dyads · were also calculated 
separately for . those children under 12 years (childhood sample), for those 
children over 13 years (adolescent sample), and for the eldest and youngest 
child in each family. In order to determine the degree of relatedness between 
the several parent traits and several child traits that · were most significantly 
related in these univariate analyses of each dyad, canonical correlations were 
calculated. 

In the father/son interaction (Table 1), the second-order trait that showed 
the most linkages for sons was neuroticism, which was linked with father'~ 
second-order traits of <Jependence, introversion, and neuroticism. The first
order traits for fathers that were linked here included A- (cold, detached, 
critical), F- (serious, cautious, introspective), H- (timid, shy, easily 
threatened), 02 + (self-sufficient, socially isolated), and E- (submissive, con
forming, docile)---overall, a very withdrawn, inhibited, intropunitive constella
tion. These father traits linked positively with sons' neuroticism plus sons' first
order traits of E- (submissive, conforming, docile), G- (self-indulgent, 
disregards standards, low superego strength), H- (shy, easily threatened, 
inhibited), J + (guarded,. individualistic, obstructive, internally restrained), 
and o+ (insecure, guilt-prone, worrisome)-again, a very inhibited, over
controlled pattern, but also showing internal conflict and passive/ aggressive
type anger. The canonical correlation of these fathers' traits (A, E, F, H, Q2) 
·with these sons' traits (A, E, G, H, J, 0) showed an R = .40, R2 = .16, signifi
cant beyond the p< .001 level. This relationship may, of course, be viewed from 
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Table 1 

All Statistically S1gnfffcant ~ , .10) Correlations Between 

the 16PF Traits of Fathers and Sons (.!!. .. 231, from 127 families) 

Sons' Traits 

A B C D E F G H J N 0 Q2 Q3 Q4 Extrav. Anx. Cort. Indep. Neur. 

A 13C 19b ~12d -13C .-ud _17b 

B 19b -21a -13d 

C 13C -15c -12d 00 

E ltd 16c 23a 14t -21b -1st -zza 1r' -zsa 
tZj 

>= 
F 13C 14c -14t -20b -18b ~ 

F 0 
a G 16t -12d 14t -1ab -lld _13C -12d t"" 
t 

lld 
tZj 

h H 1st -lld 20b _.,4' .13t -lld -16t r:n 
e 

13d 
> 

r z 
~ 

L 16t 14t 0 
T 

-13~ 
0 

r M -1Jt 19b 12d 1id i,,< 
c:.i., 
....J 

a 
-lld 17t • -16c -lld 13d -17b -lld _13C > 

f N 0 
t 

-ud 19b -lld 12d 1--4 

s 0 
~ 

Ql -14t 12d -1Jt -lld 18b C z 
Q2 -19b 11t -19b -lld 2S4 16t 13d 18b 14t 23a 22a 1--4 

£) 

QJ 
-1st 16t C: 

tZj 

Q4 
-16t 12d 13c z 

12d 

tZj 

Extrav. 1f 20b 13t -12d -21b -18b -18b 12d -2s1 r:n 
r:n 

Anx. -14c 1Jt 12d 13t 

Cort. -1st 

Indep. 14t 12d 21b 12d -1ab -18b 13t -19b 

Neur. -14c -17b 22a 20b 12d lld 12d 22a 

af < .001, Z-tailed test. 

be < .01. 2-tailed test. 

cf < .05, 2-tafled test. 

di!.< .10. 2-tailed test. 
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the perspective of the opposite poles of these scales: Fathers' extraverted, low 
neuroticism (warm, emotional, carefree, impulsive, socially bold, uninhibited, 
group-oriented, dominating, and aggressive) was linked with sons' •ow 
neuroticism (dominating, aggressive, conscientious, responsible, persevering, 
socially bold, adventurous, zestful, group-involved, secure, and confident). 
Thus, the father/son relationship seemed to involve issues of low versus high 
neuroticism. The father/son dyad also showed about twice as many significant 
linkages a·s the other dyads, suggesting that it may be an unusually strong 
relationship in .the family. . 

When these data were examined separately for sons under 12 years of age 
(childhood sample, N = 142), the general pattern was quite similar to that of 
the overall sample and stronger (canonical ·correlation showed R = .50, R2 = 
.25, at p < .001). However, there was a complete shift in the pattern for adoles
cent sons (over 13 years, N = 69). The same father traits (~xtraverted low 
neuroticis.m) that had been linked with sons' low neuroticism in the childhood · 
age range linked even more strongly with different, but sex-role-appropriate, 
traits in adolescent sons: E+ (aggressive, domineering, competitive), 1-
(hard, cynical, unemotional), and cortertia (tough-minded, task-oriented, 
objective)-a "macho" sort ofimage.1 The canonical correlation showed this to 
be an important interrelationship: R = . 11, R2 = .51, p <. .001. Although 
causality cannot be determined from correla~ional data, it is interesting that this 
socially approved pattern.emerged at the age when so~s are being socialized 
into adulthood roles, and that it was linked with positive mental health in 
fathers. This suggests that well-adjusted fathers play an important role in their 
sons' acquiring ihe tough, aggressive traits that are ~ocially desirable. the pos
sibility exists that these age differences could be the result of cohort differen~es 
(Nesselroade & Baltes, 1974) or of subtle differences in the several test forms 
used across the age ranges; however, such sudden shifts in cohort treatment in 
the same family seem unlikely, and there has been ~uch research (Cattell, 
1973; Cattell & Burdsal, 1975; Cattell, Coan, & Beloff, 1958; Friel, 1972) to 
replicate the factor structure of the tests across the different age ranges. 

For the mother/son dyad (Table 2) the second-order trait showing the 
largest number of correlations with mothers' traits was again sons' neuroti
cism. Mothers' traits of neuroticism, low cortertia (emotional, sensitive), F
(serious, cautious, introspective), H- (shy, threat-sensitive, inhibited), and 
o+ (insecure, guilt-prone, worrisome) linked positively with sons' traits of 
neuroticism, introversion, E- (submissive, conforming, docile), F- (serious, 
cautious, introspective), and 02 + (self-sufficient, socially isolated). The canon
ical correlation of mothers' F, H, and O with sons' E, F, and 02 showed an R = 
.44, R2 = .19, with p <.02. Thus, a very inhibited, over-emotional, intropuni
tive pattern in mothers was linked t~ withdrawn, inhibited submissiveness in 
sons. This pattern can also, of course, be viewed from the more positive poles of 
the scales: Mothers' low neuroticism, tough practicality, carefree impulsivity, 
bold adventuresomeness, and confident security were related to sons' low 
neuroticism, aggressiveness, carefree impulsivity, and social orientedness. The 

· · sons' linkages with both parents revolved around issues of low versus high 
neuroticism. 

Just as in the father/ son dyad, the most highly correlated sons' traits in the 
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mother/ son dyad were quite different in the adolescent from those in the child
hood age range. For adolescent boys, sex-role-appropriate traits of E+ 
(aggressive, domineering, competitive), I- (hard, unemotional, self-reli~t), 
and cortertia (tough-minded, objective, task-oriented). became salient, just as 
among the linkages of adolescent sons with fathers. 

Daughters showed a greater number of ititercorrelations with mothers than 
with fathers, and these mother/daughter· patterns (Table 3) appear to be sex
role related. M;others' sex-role-appropriate traits of low independence, low cor
tertia (sensitive emotionalism), E- · (submissive, conforming, docile), · I+ 
(sensitive, emotional, tender-minded), L- (trusting, adaptable, easygoing), 
N + (socially shrewd, polished, ambitious), and 0- (untroubled, confident, 
expedient) were related to daughters' sex-role-appropriate traits of introversion, 
E- (submissive, conforming, docile), F- (serious, cautious, full of cares), and 
Q3+ (self-controlled, follows . socially approved self-image). Canonical 
correlation of mothers' traits E, I, L, N, and O with daughters; traits E, F, and · 
Q3 showed R = .44, R2 .- .20, at p < .003. Unlike both of the parent/son dyads 
that shifted in· salient traits at adolescence, this mother/ daughter pattern con
tinued, but became much more pronounced in the adolescent age range (over 
13 years, N = 41), supporting the idea that sex-role socialization processes 
were at work. Thus, mothers who were confident and uncontlicted (0-, low 
anxiety) in their submissive (E-), emotional (low cortertia), sensitive (I+), 
adaptable (L-) sex-role, as well· as socially shrewd and .polished (N + ), tended 
to have daughters who had internalized a carefully controlled, socially appro
priate self-image (Q3 + ), and who were submissive (E-), dependent Oow inde
pendence), introverted, subdued (D-), and cautious (F-). Canonicai correla
tion of these mother/ daughter traits showed this to be a very strong relation
ship: R = . 79, R2 = .62, at p < .001. Viewed from the opposite poles of the 
scales, this pattern shows mothers' traits of aggressiveness, extraversiori, 
unsentimental toughness, suspiciousness, social naiv~te, anxiety, and guilt
prone insecurity to be related to daughters' traits of extraversion, independ
ence, aggressiveness, carefree impulsivity, overactivity, and lax carelessness of 
social standards. Thus, mother/ daughter linkages seemed to revolve around 
the transmission of sex-roles. · 

The father/ daughter intercorrelations (Table 4) also emphasized daughters' 
tr.aits of nonconflicted, sensitive dependency, but here these were linked with 
inappropriate sex-role traits in fathers. Fathers' traits of E- (submissive, con
forming, docile), and H- (easily threatened, shy, inhibited) were linked with 
daughters' traits of low independence, low anxiety, low cortertia· (sensitive 
emotionality), E- (submissive, conforming, docile), I+ (emotional, tender
minded, sentimental), and Q4- (relaxed, placid, unconflicted). Thus, the more 
sex-role deviant the fathers' traits, ·the more sex:-role adherent were the 
daughters' traits, and vice versa. Although this relationship was weaker than 
that with mothers (R = .29, R2 = .08, p < .13), it is interesting to note that if 
·both parents of daughters adhered to their respective sex-roles (mothers were 
dependent and sensitive, while fathers were independent and bold-all sex dif
ferences that are consistently found on the 16 PF), then daughters appeared to 
be influenced in opposite directions by the two parents, presumably creating 
conflict. Overall, both parent/daughter dyads involved the daughters' sex-role 
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traits, while both parent/ son dyads revolved around the . sons' neuroticism or 
mental health. 

Another interesting finding for the father/ daughter dyad was that there 
were more than twice as many significant linkages between fathers and eldest 
daughters (N = 42) than there were for the total father/ daughter sample. Fur
thermore, the linkages for eldest daughters were sharply discrepant from the 
overall sample: fathers' central character traits of low anxiety, low neuroticism, 
C+ (emotionally stable, high ego strength), G+ (conscientious, rule-bound, 
high superego strength), Q3+ (self-controlled, strong socially appropriate self
image), and Q4- (unfrustrated, relaxed, placid) were linked with daughters' 
traits of c+ (emotionally stable·~ high ego strength), D- (unexcitable, un
demanding, stoical), E- (submissive, conforming, docile), Q3 + (self-
controlled, strong socially appropriate self-image), and Q4- (unfrustrated,. 
relaxed, composed). The canonical correlation of these father and daughter 
traits showed this to be a very strong relationship: R = . 11, R2 = .59, p < .OS. 
The highly significant same-trait intercorrelations for fathers and .eldest 
daughters on Factors C, G, Q3, and Q4 indicate a strong similarity on basic 
character traits involving degree of socialization, internalization of controls, and 
conflict. These important trait similarities did. not occur in any of the other 
dyads at any age, implying a special relationship between fathers and eldest 
daughters. 

Another interesting way to view these data is in terms of ~e child traits 
associated with healthy parental traits (low anxiety and low neuroticism). In the 
childhood age range (below 12 years), these healthy parent traits were asso
ciated with only one trait, dependence, in b~th sons and daughters, a seemingly 
appropriate finding for this young age range. The other traits, however, showed 
definite sex differences: sons' traits correlated with parental mental health 
included extraversion, E+ (aggressive, ·domineering), G+ (conscientious, 
rule-bound, high superego(" strength), F+ (carefree, impulsive), H + (socially 
bold, adventurous), and J- (zestful, socially oriented, vigorous), while. for 
daughters the only other related trait was A+ (warm, softhearted, generous). · 
Thus, in the childhood years, sons of mentally healthy parents tended to be 
extraverted, uninhibited, and extrapunitive, while daughters were warm-
hearted and generous. . 

In the adolescent (over 13) age range, the correlates of healthy parent traits 
were entirely distinct and sometimes opposite for daughters and sons: related 
daughter traits included dependence, introversion, E- (submissive, conform
ing, docile), J + (internally restrained, guarded, fastidiously obstructive), and 
B +' (higher abstract capacity), while for sons the related traits included cor
tertia (tough, unemotional, task-oriented), E+ (aggressive, domineering), and 
I- (hard, unsentimental, practical). Again, in the adolescent age range, 
healthy parent traits were associated with sex-role-appropriate traits: 
unemotional extrapunitive.traits in boys versus inhibited, intropunitive traits in 
girls. 

It also seems noteworthy that these parent/ child personality interactions 
appeared largely free from simply hereditary influences. The positive parent/ 
~hild same-trait correlations or similarity that would sugge-st heredity were not 
found for all four dyads on any factor. · 
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CONCLUSIONS 

General characteristics of the personality interrelationships between, for 
example, mothers and sons, are necessarily limited . unless a host of other 
important variables are considered, such as the parents' sex-role identification, 
socioeconomic status, birth order of the child, number of siblings, configuration 
of power, and other traits between the parents and other family members, etc. 
These many complexities tend to reduce the magnitude of the correlations 
observed in the present work. Knowledge of these broad relationships is never
theless valuable in 'developing an overview of the different patterns of per
sonality trait linkages in the family, and serves as a basis for future research 
into these more particularized patterns. 

The clear overall finding here was that parent/ child personality intercorr~
lations differed for each of the four parent/ child dyads. The father/ son data 
showed that fathers' traits of introverted, inhibited neuroticism were associated 
with inhibited, but confli~ed, neuroticism in sons. In the adolescent age range, 
sons' salient traits shifted to sex-role-appropriate traits of unemotional, 
aggressive, tough-mindedness, which were associated with low neuroticism in 
fathers, The mother/son linkages also involved sons' withdrawn, inhibited 
neuroticism, which was linked to mothers' overemotional, insecure neuroti
cism. In the adolescent years, sons' sex-role traits of aggressive tough
mindedness became sali~nt i~ mother/son· linkages, just as they had in the 
father/ son linkages. . 

While parent/ child linkages emphasized sons' neuroticism versus mental 
health (until adolescence), both parent/ daughter dyads revolved· around 
daughters' sex-role traits of emotionally sensitive, ·unconflicted dependency. 
These traits were related to mothers' traits of emotionally sensitive, socially 
attuned submissiveness, as well as nonanxious confidence-suggesting an 
uncontlicted acceptance of the female role. These daughter traits were linked to 
similar, but sex-role-inappropriate, traits of submissive·, timid dependency in 
fathers, suggesting that if fathers showed sex-role appropriate traits, then 
daughters would tend to show similar, but sex-role-inappropriate traits, and 
vice versa'. This therefore suggests that if both mothers and fathers follow their 
respective sex roles. the personality expectations for daughters would be oppo
site from these two sources, presumably creating confli.ct. 

· Daughters who were the eldest child in the family showed strong and unique 
linkages with fathers that involved similarity to fathers on central character 
traits such as ego strength, internalized self-control, and low internal conflict. 
This may indicate a special relationship between fathers and eldest daughters. 

Overall, these results suggest that family relationships revolve around 
· issues of mental health for boys, but emphasize sex-role traits of dependency, 

emotionality, and introversion for girls (although sex-role traits of aggressive 
toughness appeared for boys in the adolescent age range). Further sex differ
ences were seen in the. correlates of healthy parent traits: aggressiveness, 
cxtravcrsion, social boldness, and emotional toughness for boys versus 

. warmth, introversion, a~d del)Cndency for girls. 
· In addition to confirming the strong presence of sex-roles in family relation

ships, the other clear conclusion was that parent/ child relationships are differ-
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ent for each of the four dyads. This suggests that research that averages results 
across male and female children, or across parents of both sexes, may well be 
misleading due to the confounding of different effects. 

NOTE 

l"Sex-role-appropriate traits" refer to those 16.PF traits that consistently show sex differences. As 
the Handbook.for the 16PF denotes, women tend to be more warm and softhearted (A+), more 
submissive and obedient (E-), more shy and timid (H-), more tender-minded and sensitive (I+), 
more accepting and trusting (L-), more imaginative and fanciful (M+), more unpretentious and 
artless (N-), more apprehensive and guilt-prone (O+ ), more impulsive and poorly controlled 
(QJ-), more tense and overwrought (Q4 + ), and, on second-order factors, more dependent, 
anxious, and emotionally sensitive (low cortertia). 
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